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Home Decor Product at Lighting Experts

Willing to incorporate novelty in the interiors of your home by creating a synergy with lighting products?
Your search ends here with Lighting Experts. www.lightingexperts.com is the window to a myriad of home
décor.

Oct. 31, 2007 - PRLog -- Are you considering incorporating originality in the interiors of your home by
creating a synergy with lighting products? Lucky for you, your search ends here with Lighting Experts.
www.lightingexperts.com is the window to a myriad of lighting home décor that we are sure to sweep you
off your feet.

Lighting Experts exhibit an enthralling variety of home lighting products specialized for your living room,
kitchen, bathroom or any other room in your house. The best thing about Recessed lighting fixtures is that
they come in a complete package and are ready-to-install. The package includes housing trim and a junction
box. They also come in a contemporary European curve shapes. 

The flow line voltage track lighting is available in standard and adjustable kit for both residential and
commercial purposes. They are highly creative in their presentation and in their shapes. In other words they
complement every traditional or modern interior with their sleek and elaborate characteristics. Lighting
Experts also offer an exclusive stretch of kitchen lighting products that extends from table lamps, floor
lamps, wall and hanging lamps, to wall sconces and numerous others.
Lighting up your ceiling, with double and triple spot light fixtures, will provide you with an altogether fresh
feel. Bathroom lighting products consist of wall fixtures that are available in wooden, anodized aluminum,
or mirrored, with single, double, triple and quartet options. 

Because of they are engraved with distinct patterns and textures, Pendants with two or three glass shades
are mesmerizing to gaze at. They occupy a series of hanging as well as fixed but extended models. Bulbs
and accessories too enlist large numbers of variants that ranges from:
•   Fluorescent
•   Neon
•   Halogen
•   Spot bulbs
•   Angle section
•   Electric connector
•   Plaster frame
•   Housing clips
•   Insulated box
•   Low voltage dimmer 

Our collections of fixtures used for lighting are unique in their design and orientation. They are
manufactured as per international standards and tested under critical parameters of quality. Our lighting
products are made up of natural materials that are processed under highly trained professionals to obtain
outputs that have utmost finesse and glamour. Moreover, we are well aware that home lighting products are
expected to add that extra edge to the interiors of a house. To this end we undertake every effort to counsel
as well as set up complete lighting fitting, if urged by the client. We are also open to tailor-made orders that
are particular to different architecture and customer’s choice. The right blend of home lighting products and
services is what we promise to deliver and this attitude has made Lighting Experts stand in the league of
forerunners in the avenue of home décor lighting solutions.   For more information on home décor products
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at Lighting Experts, lo on to www.lightingexperts.com

# # #

Michael Wilson is a well known author who has been writing for Lightingexperts.com, the leading online
shop for Home Lighting Accessories based in the Canada. www.lightingexperts.com provides information
about home lighting.

Website: www.lightingexperts.com
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